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I am an 

Operations Researcher

hence I am interested in

optimization





Each optimization paradigm has a large number of reference models and
corresponding solution algorithms, which are used as building blocks to construct
efficient algorithms for more complex tasks



An ``optimization guy'' immersed in his/her  working tools...



... and an ``optimization guy'' at (hard) work ...







A game-theoretical optimization model:
cooperative games 



Transferable-Utility



Power indices



The Shapley value



In a cooperative game, the Shapley value provides a measure of the
“importance” of each player.

It represents the average marginal contribution of that player to the utility of
every possible coalition.

It has nice theoretical properties (axiomatization).

But: high computational load for its evaluation.



Focus topic 1

Detecting the origin of movement 
via a graph-theoretical cooperative game model



Motivation of the work
● The leaning forward of an arm can have very different

expressive meanings depending on the origin of movement: a
“punch” originates from the foot, a “push away” may originate
from the shoulder, and a “caress”, from the hand

● Automatically detecting the origin of movement is important
for the analysis of movement qualities and nonverbal emotions

● Applications arise in therapy, rehabilitation, and in general in
human-computer interaction



Perceived vs. actual Origin of Movement (OoM)
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Perceived vs. actual Origin of Movement (OoM)
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Reduction of marker set

Full marker set of 62 
markers were mapped 
to the reduced marker 
set of 20 markers.

Movement 
features

- Speed
- Tangential acceleration
- Angular momentum

Shapley values

Used to measure the 
relevance or 
importance of a vertex 
(joint) in the graph-
based transferable 
utility game.
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We created an online 
annotation tool, where
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Obtain accuracy scores 
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feature by comparing 
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the manual 
annotations.
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Body graph model

● The human body is modelled by a weighted undirected graph 𝐺≔ (V,𝐸,𝑤)

● Vertices form a subset of body joints

● Physical edges: parts of the body that are directly connected by the skeletal structure (e.g., the edge that
connects the elbow marker with the corresponding shoulder marker)

● “Bridge” edges: they model the temporary similarity in the movement performed by parts of the body
that are not directly connected by the skeletal structure (e.g., a dancer moves the hand towards the head,
without touching



● Time-varying positive weights are assigned to the edges based on the markers’ movement features
(e.g., speed, tangential acceleration, angular momentum), which are extracted from their positions at
different times

● The positive weight of a physical edge measures the similarity in the current feature values of the
associated vertices (e.g., it is inversely proportional to the absolute value of the difference of their
current feature values; a positive constant is added to the denominator to prevent division by 0)

● For a bridge edge, its positive weight is defined similarly, but with a smaller constant of
proportionality

● Compared with physical edges, nonphysical edges should have a large weight only in case of a very
large similarity of feature values

● Possible refined approaches: similarity defined in terms of synchrony, Granger’s causality, or
measured on different time scales

Edges and weights



Definition of the cooperative TU game

● Weighted auxiliary graph (constructed after a spectral clustering step):

● Its vertices are joints at the boundary of different clusters in the original graph; the edges measure the
dissimilarity in the feature values of the clusters

● We construct a Transferable Utility (TU) cooperative game on the weighted auxiliary graph



● Utility function: for each coalition 𝑉′ (subset of vertices), the value 𝑐(𝑉′) is defined as the sum of the
weights (in the weighted auxiliary graph 𝐺𝑎𝑢𝑥) of all the physical edges contained in the subgraph
induced by𝑉′, i.e.

where is the set of neighbors of the vertex

● The utility function is defined in terms of movement features

● The idea is to use the Shapley value to estimate the importance of the vertices (joints) of the auxiliary
graph



Properties of the game
• The characteristic function is monotonic

Interpretation in the framework of movement analysis: by enlarging the subset of vertices, the sum of the
movement dissimilarities cannot decrease

• The characteristic function is superadditive

Interpretation in the framework of movement analysis: by merging two disconnected components, the
overall movement dissimilarity may be larger than the sum of the dissimilarities in each component (there
may be additional dissimilarity between vertices that became adjacent after merging the two components)

• The cooperative TU game is convex

It does not appear to have a straightforward interpretation in the framework of movement analysis. However,
it leaves open the possibility of exploiting other solution concepts from cooperative games (e.g., the core)



Using the Shapley value to rank the joints

● For the cooperative TU game, we compute the Shapley value and we use it to rank the joints 𝑖

● The “most important” joint in each specific frame is defined as the one with the largest rank

● For the specific game, we prove that the Shapley value coincides with the weighted degree centrality in
the auxiliary graph:

● An additional filtering step is applied to the computed Shapley values, to remove noise



Interpretation
● In a nutshell, the most important joint is modeled as one that separates two or more clusters having

quite different current feature values

● Idea not so different from this: “the origin of movement […] remains at rest when the lower part of a
limb is moved; for example, the elbow joint, when the forearm is moved, and the shoulder, when the
whole arm; the knee when the tibia is moved, and the hip when the whole leg” (Aristotle, De Motu
Animalium, 350 BC)



Example of features



Example of Shapley values



Results: actual, perceived, and automatically detected OoM
● Actual OoM: left hand & left

shoulder

● Perceived OoM: left hand & left
shoulder

● Automatically detected OoM (via 
the speed feature): shoulder
centre & left shoulder

● Automatically detected OoM (via 
the tangential acceleration
feature): shoulder centre & spine

● Automatically detected OoM (via 
the angular momentum feature): 
spine & shoulder centre





Example of analysis

Movements associated with the two frames (seconds 42 and 21):
- a sudden leaning down to the left with the trunk and the head, followed by a rotation to the right, with a final

rising of the trunk and head, where the shoulder centre is clearly the origin of movement
- a rotation and extension toward the right of the performer, where the right elbow and right shoulder are

clearly leading the movement of the whole body





❖ Comparison betwen the 
perceived and automatically
predicted OoM in different
fragments

❖ Speed as a movement feature 
is the best at predicting the 
perceived origin of movement
out of the three features

Results: accuracy scores



❖ Confidence value for each
annotation (5-level Likert scale)

❖ Participants were mostly
confident overall in their
perception of the OoM

Results: confidence values



❖ Interparticipant agreement can be defined
as the largest percentage of participants that
agree on the same perceived OoM

❖ For specific fragments, it reaches 39%

➢ These can be considered as relevant
fragments having a quite clear 
perceived OoM

❖ Confidence values are quite large for such
fragments

Results: interparticipant agreement



Results: Spearman’s correlation
❖ Spearman’s correlation evaluates 

the monotonic relationship between 
two random variables

❖ Is there such a positive correlation 
between confidence values and 
interparticipant agreement?



Developments

● Possibility of comparing joint rankings based on the average Kendall rank correlation coefficient

over a recording

(A pair of elements is concordant if they are ordered in the same way according to the two rankings)

● When considering a specific recording, low average Kendall correlations (about 0.25) were obtained when
different features were used, confirming the sensitivity of the results to the choice of the movement feature



Developments
● Selection of possibly important fragments based on another global movement feature

● Possible anticipatory effects on movement, related to the presence of an OoM



Focus topic 2

Estimating leadership and centrality
via a graph-theoretical cooperative game model



Experimental setup















Music and social interaction





Measures of leadership



Measures based on the theory of social networks





Example: star network



Example: circle network







The proposed approach









The graph-restricted coalitional game







A measure of leadereship for agents with communication















Possible application to the orchestra experiment





Some available measurements/features





Summing up…



An overview of other research topics of mine 

My research focuses on 

optimization problems in Science and Engineering
characterized by one or more of the following features:

- infinite dimension

- large number of variables

- complex data



• Infinite dimension

The admissible solutions are functions belonging to infinite-dimensional spaces. E.g.:

- regression and classification functions in machine learning
- production strategies
- financial plans
- exploration strategies of unknown environments
- routing decisions in telecommunication networks
- control laws for stochastic dynamical systems
- consumption stategies under uncertainty

… The mathematical model is called Functional Optimization or Infinite-
Dimensional Programming



• Large number of variables

In many contexts, the solutions depend on many variables. E.g.:

- the components of input data in supervised learning
- the queues with different destinations in routing problems
- the nodes in complex networks
- the routes in transportation problems
…

«curse of dimensionality» (Bellman, 1957): extremely fast growth - with
respect to the number of variables of the admissible solutions - of the
computational load required to obtain suboptimal solutions within a
desired accuracy.



• Complex data

In modern Science and Technology, data are often obtained from complex
systems: biological data, financial data, medical data, etc.

In data-producing and data-driven applications, one has:

- high data density (applications produce and/or elaborate huge quantities of 
data)

- need for online adaptation (optimal decisions must be changed whenever
new data become available)

- structured data (many kinds of data, such as biological sequences, weighted
graphs, etc. cannot be modeled merely as vectors of real numbers).



Theoretical research - 1
Suboptimal solutions to infinite-dimensional optimization problems

Research topics
- Approximation schemes based on machine-learning connectionistic models
- Estimates of solution accuracy
- Coping with the curse of dimensionality

Joint research with 
• Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic - Prague (Věrá Kůrková)
• Georgetown University - Washington, D.C., USA (Paul Kainen)
• IMT - Lucca (Giorgio Gnecco)

Tools: functional analys, topology, machine learning



Mathematical model of Functional Optimization
≡ Infinite-Dimensional Programming



Example of sources
of functional optimization problems

- Machine learning
- Routing strategies telecommunication networks
- Pollution control
- Consumption under uncertainty
- Optimization in stochastic sequential decision problems
- Resources allocation in computer networks
- Portfolio optimization (maximizing expected return, minimizing financial risk,…).
- Control of freeway systems
- Management of water-reservoir networks
- Scheduling in queueing networks in manufacturing systems
- …



In all these cases, one has to search for a function that is optimal, in a suitable sense,
among many functions.

A cost functional, has to be minimized - or a reward functional has to be maximized -
with respect to a set of admissible solutions, which represent the alternatives at
disposal to a Decision Maker.

The admissible solutions belong to spaces of functions whose dimension is not finite



Infinite dimension makes inapplicable or inefficient many optimization
tools used in Mathematical Programming

Search for suboptimal solutions obtained by solving sequences of 
approximating finite-dimensional problems of increasing dimensions.



To cope with the curse of dimensionality, we derive the approximating
problems by rearching for

suboptimal solutions implemented by input-output mappings of
connectionistic models used in Machine Learning (ML)

- feedforward neural networks
- radial-basis functions
- kernel expansions
- …





Theoretical research – 2
Representation and approximation properties of connectionistic
computational models

Research topics
- Probabilistic analysis of classification tasks by neural networks
- Sparse representations
- Shallow networks versus deep networks

Joint research with 
• Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic - Prague (Věrá Kůrková)
• Georgetown University - Washington, D.C., USA (Paul Kainen)
• IMT - Lucca (Giorgio Gnecco)

Tools: functional analys, topology



Theoretical research - 3
Learning from constraints

Research topics
- Mathematical foundations of learning from constraints
- Including constraints as «soft constraints»,which complement «hard constraints» of 

traditional supervised learning
- Generalizations of the Representer Theorems of Machine Learning

Joint research with 
• University of Siena (Marco Gori, Stefano Melacci)
• IMT - Lucca (Giorgio Gnecco)

Tools: constrained infinite-dimensional variational calculus, functional analys







Theoretical research - 4

Curse of dimensionality and blessing of smoothness in learning from
high-dimensional and structured data

Research topics
- Approximation capabilities of artificial neural networks
- Tractability of neural approximation
- Trade-off between accuracy and model complexity

Joint research with 
• Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic – Prague (Věrá Kůrková)
• Georgetown University - Washington, D.C., USA (Paul Kainen)

Tools: functional analysis, geometry, topology, concentration inequalities



Theoretical research - 5

Random neural networks

Research topics
- Expressive power of  neural networks with random weights (NNRW) 
- Conditions on the distribution of random parameters that guarantee randomized 

universal approximation.
- Limitations of NNRW to approximate certain classes of target functions

Joint research with
• IMT – School for Advanced Studies- Lucca
• Zhejiang Normal University – China (Ming Li)

Tools: probability, functional analysis



Theoretical research - 6

Cooperative viewpoint of paradoxes in complex networks

Research topics
- Braess’ paradox
- Detection of arcs with negative marginal contribution to network performance

Joint research with
• Bar-Ilan University - Tel Aviv, Israel (Yuval Hadas)
• University of Pisa (Mauro Passacantando)
• IMT - Lucca (Giorgio Gnecco, GAME Science Research Center)

Tools: variational inequalities, cooperative mathematical games 



Applied research – 1

Human-computer interaction

- Graph- and game-theoretical models for non-verbal communication (e.g.: dance and
ensemble music)

- Automated analysis of the origin of movement
- Emergence of leadership in groups
- Rehabilitation
- Silver life

Joint research with:
• Casa Paganini – InfoMus International Research Center (Coordinator: Antonio Camurri)
• IMT – Lucca (Giorgio Gnecco, Davide Bottari, GAME Science Research Center)

Tools: game-theoretical optimization models, transferable-utility games on graphs, Shapley
value



Optimization and resilience of traffic networks

Research topics
- Novel centrality measures for transportation networks
- Assessment of transfer points in public transportation nets

Joint research with
• Bar-Ilan University - Tel Aviv, Israel (Yuval Hadas)
• Bar-Ilan Municipality - Tel Aviv, Israel
• University of Pisa (Mauro Passacantando)
• IMT - Lucca (Giorgio Gnecco; recent contacts with Diego Garlaschelli, Tiziano Squartini, Mirco 

Tribastone)

Green Data Center – University of Pisa

Tools: traffic assignment problems, Wardrop’s principles, user equilibrium, system optimum,
transferable-utility games.

Applied research – 2



Applied research – 3 

Strategies for pollution control and deforestation management

Research topics
- Game models of transboundary pollution for pollution control and environmental

absorption efficiency management
- Non-cooperative equilibrium between forest-owners and forest-non-owners, forest

restoration

Joint research with
• ESSEC Business School - Cergy Pontoise, France (Fouad El Ouardighi )
• IMT - Lucca (Giorgio Gnecco)
• Bar-Ilan University - Tel Aviv, Israel (Konstantin Kogan)

Tools: game-theoretical optimization models, non-cooperative games, Nash equilibria



Applied research – 4 

Optimization in Robotics

Research topics
- Exoskleton design
- Robotic mechanisms for surgery

Joint research with
• Advanced Robotics Unit, Italian Institute of Technology (IIT) - Genova (Darwin Caldwell,

Jesú Ortis)
• Université de Nantes – France (Damien Chablat)
• Robotics Innovation Center , German Research Center for Artificial Intelligence - Bremen,

Germany (Shivesh Kumar)

Tools: constrained nonlinear programming, machine learning


